
Have you reached CLB 9 level that is 777 & 8 in Listening? If not, try reaching CLB 9 level which will 

dramatically improve your CRS and you may get direct ITA from Express entry. 

 

if you cannot improve your IELTS, PNP is only the option left. 

 

IF your NOC falls under IT, there is fair chance that you may get picked from EE pool from Ontario. 

Recently cutoff score for OINP is more than 430 but I would say you still have a chance. 

 

If you are not an IT guy, try looking at different PNP websites. All PNPs have their own conditions for 

nomination. What you basically need to search is, see where your NOC is in demand. IF you found any 

PNP where your NOC is in demand, next step is to find out what the eligibility criteria. Another 

important thing to keep in mind is, you need to regularly follow up with their website to check when 

they will open. Try looking at different Watsapp groups. They will be of immense help. 

 

For example, I found out that my NOC is in demand in Nova Scotia and I found Wtasapp groups for same 

PNP where I got useful info in how to get ready to apply. 

 

The following links can help u know more about provinces. 

 

1)Alberta 

 

http://www.albertacanada.com/opp... 

 

2)Manitoba 

 

http://www.immigratemanitoba.com 

 

3)British Columbia 

 

http://www.welcomebc.ca/pnp 

 



4) The Newfoundland and Labrador 

 

http://www.nlpnp.ca 

 

5) Northwest Territories 

 

http://www.immigratenwt.ca/en/no... 

 

6) Nova Scotia 

 

http://novascotiaimmigration.com 

 

7)Ontario 

 

http://www.ontarioimmigration.ca... 

 

8)Prince Edward Island 

 

http://www.gov.pe.ca/immigration... 

 

9)Saskatchewan 

 

http://www.economy.gov.sk.ca/imm... 

 

10)Yukon 

 

http://www.education.gov.yk.ca/Y... 

 

11. New Brunswick http://www.welcomenb.ca/content/... 



 

According to your NOC and the requirements criteria in each province, you can apply to the suitable 

ones. 

 

I am also posting brief about all PNPs. Just go through it mate. 

 

if you do not have job offer just forget about: 

 

1. 

 

British Columbia 

 

2. 

 

New Found land and Labrador 

 

3. Alberta: You must be present in Alberta to apply or at least you have studied in Alberta or you have 

your close relatives living there. They pick directly from EE pool. Its a new system launched in June 2018 

and we are yet to see it in operation. 

 

4. Manitoba 

 

if you read about Manitoba, you may be already qualified for that, but they have bizarre condition of 

compulsory close relative. (strong connection). if you have close friend there, it may give you 50 points, 

but it will not be sufficient to get invite. if you don’t have any connection in Manitoba, just forget about 

it. 

 

5. PEI: They do not have clear rules who they will invite. Generally, you need to have EE profile to apply 

for Expression of Interest. if you have active EE profile just go to PEI website and apply. General 

assumption is that they invite as per their labor market requirements. Sad fact is that they have not 

invited anyone from outside Canada so far. So, I see no chance there, just apply and forget about it. 

 



6. New Brunswick: 

 

you need to have EE profile first. If you have French language, your chances are fair at NB. Also, they 

hold regular information session throughout the year all over the world. If you manage to attend that 

session, you will be eligible to apply. So, have your EE profile ready and lookout for their Info session and 

they do have occupation in demand list. if your NOC is in their OID list, then only you can apply. 

 

7. Ontario: 

 

No specific guidelines. They pick directly from EE pool as per the labor market requirements in ON. If 

you are an IT guy and you have 430 plus CRS, you have fair chances to get picked directly from EE pool. 

Another option is French language. if you have active EE profile and CRS around 300–350 or anything 

above and you have French language credentials, you will be invited. This is happening now, but we do 

not know when it will stop. 

 

8. Saskatchewan: 

 

It was by far the most popular PNP for outsiders who do not have job offers. They have 2 sub streams 

called as OID and express entry. previously if you score 60 points as per SINP points grid system, you had 

fair chances of nomination, but the system changes now. You need to compete now with other 

applicants in EOI pool. 

 

In express entry sub stream, you must have EE profile. CRS does not matter. if you score minimum 60 

points as per SINP points grid, you may apply. 

 

in OID sub stream, you do not need to have EE profile: CLB 4 will get you eligible to apply for OID but you 

still need to score that 60 points grid. 

 

Starting from 16 July 2018, you will need to create account for Expression of interest system. You will be 

ranked among all in the pool. Those who got higher points will be invited. In this case, it is obvious that 

those who are already in Saskatchewan or strong connection will get higher points. Now it is 

heartbreaking to see that outsiders without job offers will have hard time to get nomination. 

 



Recently they have become strictest PNP with highest rate of rejection after years of waiting and they 

charge 300 CAD also for application. it is one of the worst PNP now. 

 

9. Nova Scotia: 

 

By far the best and friendliest PNP. Drawback is they have very limited OID list. You need to have EE 

profile first to be eligible to apply for category B (without job offers) and your NOC should be there in 

OID to apply. You need to score 67 points to qualify. Just go to NS website and you will find application 

guide there which is very simple to understand. They open intake throughout the year and take limited 

applications. As per previous intakes and as of Today, it is first come first serve basis. So, when the 

intake opens, it is very hard to apply because of website traffic. in last intake on April 28, 2018, they 

opened for 350 applications. They will open again in July end or in August 2018. Now the question 

remains, whether they will also go SINP way of EOI system. If they do that, then it will be very hard 

specially for those around boundary line of 67, 68, 69, & 70. 

 

10. last one Morden (it Is not a province. It is part of Manitoba) 

 

Comes under Manitoba province. If you don’t have any option left and you need to immigrate to CA at 

any cost, try this. You may be in, but survival will be big challenge here as the population is mere 8 or 

9000 there. No jobs at all. you will be on your own. They do have OID list but have heard if you convince 

them that you can settle there, you will be invited to an exploration visit and based on the visit 

assessment (positive) you will be nominated. 


